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Introduction 
 

Welcome!  

 

We’re very pleased that you’re here. We pride ourselves on being able to help other 

businesses with our knowledge, so by downloading this guide you’re helping us to achieve 

our goal.  

By signing up for this guide and joining our email marketing list, this allows us to continue to 

share useful information, news, and more with you from time to time. We’ve got some great 

plans for the future to help us deliver more value where we can and we’re very excited to 

share these with you in the coming months.  

In this guide, we’re going to talk about ideas that you can implement to help build your 

social media presence. We understand that 2020 has been tough for many, so this guide will 

hopefully give you some inspiration on new ways that you can build your online presence 

and increase your brand awareness.  

Please note that although these methods can be very successful, each business is unique and 

therefore we can’t guarantee that each will work. However, by using this guide, this should 

help you to learn more about marketing and should inspire you into new ideas and ways of 

marketing your business. Our goal is to help our fellow businesses to build upon their 

knowledge, which is exactly what this guide is written for.  

 

If you have any questions, or you’d like to learn more about how we can help you, please 

don’t hesitate to reach out and get in touch either at www.sentrycollective.com or email us 

at hello@sentrycollective.com.  

 

Without further ado, let’s get into it!  

  

http://www.sentrycollective.com/
mailto:hello@sentrycollective.com
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First of All, Let’s Build a Brand 
As a business, it’s important to have a ‘brand’. This allows you to be consistent with all of 

your online and offline presence which can have many benefits, including: 

- Consistency across all documents, posts and other efforts from your company 

-  Easy recognition of your business from customers and future customers 

- Professional look and feel to your business 

- And more! 

There are many benefits to creating a brand, but the important question is this… How do 

you build a brand? Let’s find out!  

 

What’s Included in a Brand? 

A brand consists of many things. For a business, a brand can include: 

- A colour palette 

- A logo 

- A name 

- A strapline 

- A distinct ‘style’ of typography 

- And more! 

It’s important to remember the phrase ‘people buy from people’. When people see your 

posts, if you can reach them on a personal level and resonate with them, they will be much 

more interested in what you offer.  

When posting on social media, working on your website, or doing anything public facing, 

don’t be afraid to be a human.  
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Building a Brand 

To build the personality of your business will take time, however, you can ensure your visual 

brand is ready to go. It’s the perfect start before getting stuck in with social media.  

If you’re a new business starting up, the below will help you to build a brand for your 

business. If you’re already up and running, this is a perfect opportunity to review your brand 

and make sure you’re happy with it. It’s not uncommon for a tweak or even a rebrand, so 

take the opportunity to make sure you’re happy.  

 

Think of Your Target Customers 

Before you build the brand, think about your target customers. What will appeal to them? 

For example, if you run a party planning company, you’ll want to appeal to those who want a 

party and therefore your brand will reflect what you do. This brand style will be very different 

from that of a marketing agency (as you can imagine!).  

Once you have an idea of your target customers and the view of what your company does, 

you can then proceed to building your brand. 

Example: Our target audience is service-based SMEs, which is why our brand is tailored to 

other businesses.  

 

Colour Palette 

Your colour palette is the first step in building your brand as your logo, any documentation 

and theme of your business will all follow this style. We recommend 3-5 colours, as this gives 

you good flexibility whilst being focused on your core colours.  

Example: Our colour palette has three main colours, our signature blue, a lighter blue and a 

darker grey.  
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Logo & Name 

This is one of the hardest choices to make, but it’s crucial to spend some time and think of a 

company name that you both love and has a good meaning behind it.  

The reason these two are grouped together is because you may think of a logo and be able 

to create a name from there, or it may be the other way around. As long as the two are 

relevant to each other, this helps with your consistency.  

Example: Please see our The Origin of Sentry Collective article here.  

 

Strapline 

A strapline is a great way of clearly showing what you do as a business. It’s usually a small 

sentence or two that says what you do, without giving too much information away. 

Your strapline should be enough to explain what you do, without explaining how you do it. 

The reason for this is because it helps to grab the attention of others quickly and if done 

correctly, will intrigue them into learning more.  

Example: Sentry Collective. A written content and social media agency for service-based 

SMEs.   

 

Style of Typography 

When you see any publication by a company, it’ll be written in a certain way to keep to their 

branding style. As long as you’re consistent and others in your company are too, your style 

of typography will naturally grow and become accustomed to your business.   

Example: Here at Sentry Collective, our style is friendly and casual, but still professional. 

We’re still allowed to have fun, right?  

 

  

https://www.sentrycollective.com/blog/the-origin-of-sentry-collective/
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And More! 

Your brand can be whatever you want it to be. These tips are just the tip of the iceberg, so 

be sure to get creative and get stuck in. A few more ideas for your brand are: 

- Images you use (do you only want to use images of a certain style?) 

- Font used 

- Time of posts 

- Anything your imagination stretches too! (Believe us, the list is endless)  

 

To see our brand in action, see a snippet from our website below.  

Branding Example 

See our branding in action below! 

 

 

 

Strapline 
Logo 

Colour Palette Business Name 
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Social Media Marketing 
Social media is a fantastic way of getting in front of your customers. Over 50% of the 

population of the world are now using social media, making it a growingly powerful tool for 

businesses around the world.  

The important question is, how do you use it for your business?  

First of all, let’s look at some of the popular social media channels and some comparisons.  

 

Facebook 

 

 

Both B2B and B2C applicable 

Lots of features, including groups 

Popular with members of all ages 

The most popular social media platform 

 

Instagram 

 

 

Primarily B2C 

Limited features, image-focused 

Popular with younger generations 

Growing in popularity 
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Twitter 

 

 

Both B2B and B2C applicable 

Limited features, ‘tweet’ focused 

Popular with all generations 

Widely popular for professional use 

 

LinkedIn 

 

 

Primarily B2B 

Similar features to Facebook 

Popular with all generations 

Widely popular for professional use 

 

Seeing these common social media platforms will give you an idea of where to focus your 

social media efforts. For example, a marketing agency (like us!) wants to target other 

businesses, therefore we go for the B2B social media channels. An e-commerce store will 

most likely be focusing on reaching their consumers, so B2C is the more viable option.  

Each social media channel comes with benefits and with hurdles, so the important thing is 

finding a channel that works for you. Test them out, get to grips and go with the one(s) that 

work best for your business!  
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Creating Your Profile/Page 

To use social media, you’ll need a profile or a page to get set up. If you’re unsure how to do 

this, there are plenty of guides out there that talk through how to get set up with your 

account, so we’ll leave that out of this guide and focus on how to implement your brand into 

your profile.  

Let’s review the different areas to set up in your social media page to help you ensure it 

follows your branding!  

 

Profile Picture 

If your business is just you, then a professional profile picture is a great way to add a human 

element to your page. Otherwise, a clear logo is a great way to ensure that all posts, 

comments and any other interactions include your logo.  

 

Banner 

A banner is the top of your profile or page and is usually an image as wide as the page itself. 

This is a great opportunity to clearly and visually advertise a few things for your business. 

Some great ways of using your banner are: 

- Showcasing your products/services 

- Advertising any special offers at that time 

- Share any testimonials 

- Share some friendly faces from the business! 

Your banner is widely versatile, so feel free to get creative and use it how you like.  

 

Other Fields 

There are plenty of other fields when setting up a social media page or profile, so be sure to 

include any important information such as contact details, a link to your website, opening 

times and more. We recommend following a guide that talks through these fields to make 

sure you don’t miss anything!  
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Example Social Media Page 

To see our social media page (at the time of creating this guide!), please see below.  

 

 

 

 

 

When it comes to setting up a social media page, there’s no right or wrong answer, only 

what works for your business. So be sure to take the time to experiment, look around for 

inspiration and ideas, and have fun making your page represent your company!   

Our website 

Logo for profile picture 

Banner with colour palette and logo 

Our services 

Business name 
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Creating Social Media Posts 

Once you’ve got your social media profiles set up and ready to go (don’t forget to use your 

branding!), creating posts is the next step. Here at Sentry Collective, we offer social media 

management packages and we offer our revolutionary three styles of post technique.  

What is your ‘three styles of post’ technique? A great question! See below: 

 

 

 

 

 

With our social media packages, we offer a set number of posts and let our clients choose 

how many of each they’d like for the following month. The advice that we share is that as a 

social media platform, you’ll want to engage with your followers, not just sell to them. If you 

enter a physical conversation, you wouldn’t immediately start your sales pitch, would you?  

That’s the beauty of social media. It’s all about driving engagement and providing value, 

building your online presence. The larger your online presence, the more people that know 

about your business.  

As a ballpark figure, we recommend that: 

- 60% of your posts are informative 

- 20% of your posts are conversation 

- 20% of your posts are promotional 

These figures are only rough ones, so experiment and go with what works for your business.  

 

INFORMATIVE CONVERSATION PROMOTIONAL 

Posts that share 

information about your 

industry, such as a blog. 

Posts to try and invoke 

conversation with your 

followers.  

Posts that share 

information about your 

products/services/news.  
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Make Your Social Media Posts ‘Heavier’ 

Previously we mentioned how social media is “all about driving engagement and providing 

value”, which means the goal should be providing something of use to your followers. 

Reactions to your posts help the social media algorithms to notice your posts are being 

recognised by others, therefore your posts will start to appear on others timelines, even if 

they are outside of your immediate network.   

On all social media channels (they can vary in how they reference each reaction type), there 

are three primary ways to reach with a post. The best way to extend your post reach 

organically is through obtaining these reactions, and we refer to each one with a ‘weight’. 

The heavier the ‘weight’ of your post is, the wider it can reach. Let’s review!  

 

LIKE 
Light Weight 

Likes are great, but they don’t add much weight to your post.  

COMMENT 
Medium Weight 

Comments allow you to engage in conversation, making them heavier. 

SHARE 
Heavy Weight 

A share directly shares your post with that person’s network.  

  

It’s important to remember that a blend of the above is the best way to build weight. Social 

media algorithms look at posts and the engagements, so if people are liking and engaging in 

conversation, it’s going to appear on more timelines.  

Knowing the above, it’s now important to know how to capture people’s attention when they 

look at your post. If you’ve ever used social media, you’ll know about the ‘social scroll’ where 

you seemingly scroll past posts until one catches your attention. You’ll want people to stop 

and see your posts, so how do you do it?  
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Making Your Posts Stand Out 

To help your posts catch the eye of your followers, it’s important to use methods that catch 

the attention of your followers. This can be tough with the many different types of posts 

online, but it’s crucial to help you build your social media presence.  

There are a few ways to do this, so let’s explore them! 

 

 
Images 

Images are a great way to capture your viewer’s attention. A picture 

naturally stands out and captures information over the text in a 

post, so using an image that relates to your post is a great way to 

get people to look.   

 
Videos 

Videos work in a similar way to images in the sense that they 

capture the eye of the viewer. Videos offer a new perspective as you 

can directly engage with your viewers, whether it’s a live video, a 

recording of yourself, or an animation, they often gain attention.  

 
Links 

Most social media platforms highlight links in a similar way to an 

image, catching the attention of the viewer. If your accompanying 

post is something useful and leads into the link, this can be enough 

to draw people in to click on it and learn more.    

‘#’ 

Hashtags 

A hashtag links your post to a topic, helping others to discover your 

post. We recommend using two relevant hashtags on each post to 

link your post to relevant topics, without your post being too long.    
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Structuring a Social Media Post 

Once you’re ready to create your post, it’s important to get the structure right so it’s as eye-

catching for your viewers. Let’s review an example below: 

 

DON’T WORRY 

We know the above looks daunting, but don’t worry. Your posts are unique to your business, 

so have fun experimenting and figuring out what works for you.   
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How Frequently and When to Post 

Posting on social media is important, but making sure you’re posting at the right time and 

the right frequency is just as important. If you post at the wrong time, people may not see it. 

If you post too frequently or infrequently, it can have the undesired effects too.  

 

Post Regularly 

We recommend posting between 2-4 times per week, with various posts. This helps to keep 

your social media pages active for your followers, but it doesn’t leave too large of a gap 

between posts that it looks like you’ve gone AWOL. Of course, experiment and figure out 

what works best for you.  

 

Post at Specific Times 

During the day, there are some key times to post. We recommend the following: 

08:00 – This allows your post to be relevant during the early morning, increases your chance 

of people seeing it.  

12:00 – Around lunchtime is another time that people are often online, especially during a 

weekday.  

17:00 – Just as people are finishing work for the day is a great time to post to increase your 

chances of your posts being seen.  

20:00 – Lots of people use social media in the evening once they’ve finished dinner and 

they’re relaxing, making it a great time to get your posts seen.  

 

Use a Scheduling Tool 

A scheduling tool is a great way to get your posts lined up at certain times, allowing you to 

set up posts and let them go live at their scheduled time. It’s a great time saver and it allows 

you to dedicate a chunk of time to creating your posts so that you can focus your efforts 

elsewhere once they’re scheduled. To save time and hassle in your business, we can create 

and schedule your posts for you. Contact us today to learn more!  
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Other Benefits of Social Media 

Social media for businesses offers a range of benefits outside of the ones we’ve covered 

already. By actively using social media, you will: 

- Show that you as a company are passionate about what you do 

- Show that you have expertise and knowledge in your industry 

- Makes you look ‘active’ when people search for your business 

- Allows you to help fellow businesses and connections with your knowledge. 

 

How We Can Help 

Amongst our other services, we at Sentry Collective offer social media management 

packages to create and schedule. We understand that it can be time-consuming, so we offer 

our management packages that allow us to handle posts for your company. We also offer a 

range of other marketing services, including article subscription services, webpage content 

and more. If you’re interested in learning more, contact us today or visit us at 

www.sentrycollective.com.       

 

Good Luck! 

We truly wish you the best of luck with your social media posts. If you have any questions, or 

you’re interested in using our services, feel free to contact us at www.sentrycollective.com 

or email us at hello@sentrycollective.com. 

 

Thanks for reading!  

http://www.sentrycollective.com/
http://www.sentrycollective.com/
mailto:hello@sentrycollective.com

